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An Evaluation of the Fe-N Phase Diagram Considering 
Long-Range Order of N Atoms in y'-Fe4N _,, and s-Fe2N _,  

BART J. KOOI, MARCEL A.J. SOMERS, and ERIC J. MITTEMEIJER 

The chemical potential of nitrogen was described as a function of nitrogen content for the Fe-N 
phases c~-Fe[N], 7'-Fe4N 1 x, and e-Fe2N ~_z. For c~-Fe[N], an ideal, random distribution of the nitrogen 
atoms over the octahedral interstices of the bcc iron lattice was assumed; for y'-Fe4Nl_x and e- 
Fe2N~_~, the occurrence of a long-range ordered distribution of the nitrogen atoms over the octahedral 
interstices of the close packed iron sublattices (fcc and hcp, respectively) was taken into account. 
The theoretical expressions were fitted to nitrogen-absorption isotherm data for the three Fe-N phases. 
The a/ot + y ' ,  o~ + y ' / y ' ,  y ' / y '  + e, and y' + e/e phase boundaries in the Fe-N phase diagram 
were calculated from combining the quantitative descriptions for the absorption isotherms with the 
known composition of NH3/H 2 gas mixtures in equilibrium with coexisting c~ and y' phases and in 
equilibrium with coexisting y' and e phases. Comparison of the present phase boundaries with 
experimental data and previously calculated phase boundaries showed a major improvement as com- 
pared to the previously calculated Fe-N phase diagrams, where long-range order for the nitrogen 
atoms in the y' and e phases was not accounted for. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

THE Fe-N phase diagram provides information essential 
for the practice of nitriding iron and low-carbon steels.IU 
To understand the (in)stability of the Fe-N phases, an ap- 
propriate model for the thermodynamics of these phases is 
required. Preferably, such models for solid phases are based 
on the crystal lattice of the phase concerned. 

Fe-N solid solutions can be conceived as composed of two 
interpenetrating sublattices: the sublattice for the Fe atoms 
and the sublattice for the N atoms. The Fe sublattice can be 
considered to be fully occupied by Fe atoms. The N sublat- 
tice, constituted by the octahedral interstices of the Fe sub- 
lattice, is partly occupied by N atoms and partly occupied 
by vacancies V. In o~-Fe[N] (bcc Fe sublattice) and also in 
T-Fe[N] (fcc Fe sublattice), the nitrogen atoms are distrib- 
uted more or less randomly over the sites of their own 
sublattice. [z,3] In y'-Fe4N~ , (fcc sublattice) and in e-Fe2N~_z 
(hcp Fe sublattice), the nitrogen atoms show long-range or- 
der (LRO) on their own sublattice.[ ~t~ 

Recently, model descriptions for the thermodynamics of 
the T'-Fe4Nt_x and e-Fe2N~_~ phases were presented taking 
into account the LRO of the nitrogen atoms on their sublat- 
rice. The behavior of the nitrogen-absorption isotherms, de- 
picting the dependence of the chemical potential of nitrogen 
on nitrogen content, was described successfully at several 
temperatures by using the Gorsky-Bragg-Williams (GBW) 
approximation for both y'-nitride and s From 
the description of the nitrogen-absorption isotherms of the 
various Fe-N phases, the corresponding phase boundaries in 
the Fe-N phase diagram can be calculated straightforwardly 
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by equating the chemical potentials of nitrogen and of iron 
for the phases coexisting in equilibrium. For this calculation, 
knowledge is required of (the differences in) the chemical 
potentials for the standard state of both nitrogen and iron, 
/~  (=G~) and /XFe (=Gve), for the phases concerned. Data 
for G~ is available from References 12 and 13; data for 
G~e are not known. In the studies presented so far, t~4-z0] val- 
ues for the difference of G~e were evaluated by fitting ex- 
pressions obtained for the equal chemical potentials of iron 
in coexisting phases to experimental composition-tempera- 
ture data for the phase boundary concerned. 

Without recourse to experimental phase-boundary data, 
in the present work, the nitrogen partial pressures pertaining 
to equilibrium of ammonia/hydrogen mixtures with coex- 
isting a and 3" phases and with coexisting Y' and e phases 
were used to calculate the a / a  + y ' ,  a + "Y'/T', Y'/7' + E:, 
and y' + e/e phase boundaries in the Fe-N phase diagram 
from the expressions for the nitrogen-absorption isotherms. 
The results were compared with existing experimental data 
for these phase boundaries and with the previous evalua- 
tions of the Fe-N phase diagram. 

II. CHEMICAL POTENTIAL OF NITROGEN IN 
FE-N PHASES; NITROGEN-ABSORPTION 

ISOTHERMS 

An equilibrium state of the Fe-N phases T'-Fe4N~_ . and 
e-Fe2N~_, cannot be attained in contact with pure nitrogen 
gas at atmospheric pressure, because equilibrium partial 
pressures of nitrogen amount to several GPa's for the iron 
nitrides (at normal temperatures: 500 to 1000 K). Ammo- 
nia/hydrogen gas mixtures at atmospheric pressure are suit- 
able to investigate the thermodynamics of Fe-N phases at 
atmospheric pressure because of their high virtual nitrogen 
partial pressure and the wide range of virtual nitrogen par- 
tial pressures that can be realized by variation of the am- 
monia content. Therefore, the Fe-N phase diagram 
established from data for Fe-N phases in equilibrium with 
NH3/H 2 gas mixtures is not the phase diagram of its pure 
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components Fe and N 2 at atmospheric pressure~* At at- 

*In fact, the diagram usually referred to as the ge-N phase diagram is 
a quasibinary Fe-NH3-H 2 phase diagram or can be interpreted as a 
projection of data of phase diagrams of Fe and N~ at various pressures 
(corresponding with the N 2 partial pressure of the NHJI-Iz gas mixture 
holding for a data point). 

mospheric pressure, Fe-N phases with an equilibrium ni- 
trogen partial pressure higher than 1 atmosphere tend to 
decompose into Fe and N2. Thus, the Fe-N phase diagram 
obtained from equilibrium studies of Fe-N phases with 
NH3/H 2 gas mixtures is a metastable phase diagram (cf the 
metastable and stable Fe-C phase diagrams). 

The chemical potential of nitrogen in a gas phase,/~.~, 
consisting of an NHJH 2 mixture can be defined on the basis 
of the hypothetical equilibrium 

,.+3 1 
NH3 ~ ~H2 + $N2 

where 

1 3 
/xs. -- ~ b% = /~"3 - ~/x"2 

If the standard states refer to unit pressure and if ideal gases 
or constant fugacity coefficients can be assumed, the fol- 
lowing holds: 

3 
/ ~  = 2 G~2 + 2 1  o _1 RT In PN2 = GNH3O _ ~ Gn2~ + RT In rN [1] 

with 

PNH 3 
rN ~ 3/2 

PHz 
where Gj refers to the Gibbs free energy per mole of j, pj 
refers to the partial pressure of  j, the superscript o indicates 
the standard state of the component concerned, r N is the so- 
called nitriding potential, and R and T have their usual 
meanings. The virtual partial pressure of N: corresponding 
to an NH3/H 2 mixture can be calculated from Eq. [1]. 

If equilibrium is attained between an imposed NH3fft--l_~ 
mixture and an Fe-N phase, the chemical potential of ni- 
trogen in the solid Fe-N phase s (=or, T', e) is equal to that 
in the gas phase: / ~  = / .~ .  By variation of the compo- 
sition of the NH3/H z gas mixture at a certain temperature 
and determination of the equilibrium nitrogen content in the 
Fe-N phase, a nitrogen-absorption isotherm is obtained. 
Thereby, through Eq. [ 1 ], the chemical potential of nitrogen 
in an Fe-N phase can be determined experimentally as a 
function of the nitrogen content. Fitting of a theoretical de- 
scription for the chemical potential to the experimental ni- 
trogen-absorption isotherm data provides values for the 
unknown parameters in this description. 

A. ot-Fe 

For nitrogen in ferrite, a regular solution of nitrogen on 
its own sublattice can be assumed. The nitrogen content on 
the interstitial sublattice is so low that excess enthalpy does 
not have to b e  taken into account. Hence, the chemical 
potential of  nitrogen in ferrite,/~,. ,  is 

~ , o  = G~.~ + R T  In 1 - YN,~]  

with YN,~ as the fraction of interstitial sites occupied by N 
atoms. For equilibrium with an ammonia/hydrogen mixture, 
equating Eqs. [1] and [2] yields an expression for the ni- 
trogen-absorption isotherm: 

YN,~ _ r~  [3] 
1 - YN,~ r~ ,~  

o o o o o with rN,. defined as RT In rN,. = GN,,, -- GNH 3 + 3 G H / 2 .  
It follows from Eq. [3] that r~,~ can be interpreted as the 
nitriding potential in equilibrium with ferrite of the hypo- 
thetical composition Fe2N3(YN, ~ = 1/2; three interstitial sites 
per Fe site in bcc Fe). Since YN,~ is very small (maximally 
1.339-10 -3 at 863 K{2~I), the denominator in Eq. [3] can be 
replaced by 1. From an evaluation of literature data, the 
following was found for the temperature dependence of the 
nitrogen-absorption isotherms of oe-Fe (573 K < T < 863 
K; see Appendix) 

[3, ~ ]  9096 
ln r~ ,~=  - In  N,~" = - 11.56 + T [4] 

where r N is given in Pa -'/2 and T is given in kelvin. 

'F, B. y -  e4Nl_~, 

Long-range ordering of N atoms in y'-Fe4N~_x implies 
that these atoms prefer to occupy one of the four octahedral 
interstices in the fcc unit cell of the Fe atoms (order sites). 
To arrive at an accurate description of the available exper- 
imental data for the nitrogen-absorption isotherms of y'- 
Fe4N~_,, it was shown necessary to take into account the 
(very low) occupancy by N atoms of the other, not pre- 
ferred, octahedral interstices (disorder sites tuJ) as well. The 
chemical potential of nitrogen in y'-nitride, /_~.~., can be 
described as a function of nitrogen content and temperature 
with the same accuracy by a GBW approach and a Wagner- 
Schottky (WS) approach, as was shown in Reference 12. 
The WS approach is more convenient mathematically than 
the GBW approach and it is therefore adopted here: 

P~.r' = G~.r' + RTIn 1 + \ 2Kr ' ]  2g,,j [51 

where 4AyN. r, = 4yy.~. -- 1, with YN.r' as the fraction of the 
interstitial sublattice occupied by N atoms, describes the 
deviation of the composition from the stoichiometry 
Fe4N(Fe4Nl+4Ays~. ) and 16/3 (Kr.)z is the equilibrium con- 
stant for the exciaange of nitrogen atoms at order sites with 
nitrogen atoms at disorder sites. For equilibrium with an 
ammonia/hydrogen mixture, equating Eqs. [1] and [5] 
yields an expression for the nitrogen-absorption isotherm: 

r__Ns _ { ~ l  q_ (~..~_.~z2,12 .+_ AyN,y, 1 
r~ ' k 2Kr' ] 2K, j [6] 

o o o with rN,r, defined as RT In rN,/~ = GN,r,-  GNH3 + 
3G~ It follows from Eq. [6] that r~,,, can be interpreted 
as the nitriding potential in equilibrium with y'-Fe4 N,_. of 
the hypothetical composition Fe4N, (YN,~, = 1/4; one inter- 
stitial site per Fe site in fcc Fe). According to Reference 
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Fig. 1--Lehrer diagram, showing the nitriding-potential ranges of the Fe- 
N phases: the nitriding potential, rN, at the phase boundaries is given as 
a function of the temperature, T. Analytical expressions for the boundaries 
between the a-Fe and "/-Fe4N~_ ~ phase fields and the y'-Fe4N,_, and e- 
Fe:N ~ ~ phase fields are given by Eqs. [13] and [14], respectively. The 
dashed line corresponds to Eq. [14b], to be distinguished from the solid 
line corresponding to Eq. [14a] only for T < 673 K. The experimental 
data from Ref. 23 determine a phase boundary as an intermediate between 
data indicating the periphery of the associated phase fields. 

12, the values for r~,r. and Kr. are given by 

6.35" 103 
~ = -12.5 + [7a] In rN. r, T 

7.56. 103 
In 4Kr, = 2.98 T [7b] 

where r~,r, is given in Pa -~/2 and T is given in kelvin. 

C. e-Fe2NI_z 

Long-range ordering of N atoms in e-Fe2N,_~ can be de- 
scribed on the basis of a simple hexagonal unit cell for the 
interstitial sublattice containing six types of  sites (A1, B1, 
C1, A2, B2, C2), which represent six sublattices for the 
nitrogen atoms. The GBW approach t221 was applied to the 
interstitial sublattice occupied by N atoms and V atoms 
(vacancies)Y ~ The interaction among the atoms was ac- 
counted for by an exchange energy W~,~ representing pair- 
wise interaction in the direction perpendicular to the basal 
plane of the hexagonal unit cell (sites denoted by the same 
character A, B, or C) and an exchange energy WP~ repre- 
senting the pairwise interactions in the basal plane of the 
hexagonal unit cell (sites denoted by the same number 1 or 

2). On this basis, a very good description of the chemical 
potential of nitrogen in e-Fe2N~_~ as a function of nitrogen 
content and temperature was obtained in Reference 13. For 
the chemical potential of interstitials at sites of type A1, 
AI~[,N.e, the following holds, tl3l 

o + [8] A'tZN,, GN,~ + R T  In 1 - AlyN,~J 

( 1 - 2  A'~yN,~) W~.~+ ( 1 -  my N,~ + C'yN,~) W[~,~ 

where kyN, ~ is the fraction of sites of type k occupied by N 
atoms. Analogous equations hold for the chemical poten- 
tials of the interstitials at the other types of sites. At equi- 
librium, the six chemical potentials are equal. For 
equilibrium with an ammonia/hydrogen mixture, equating 
Eqs. [1] and [8] yields 

In r___~N = In YN,~ + [9] 
o AI rN, ~ 1 - YN,~J 

( 1  --  2 A2yN,et ~N,E ( __ El ~/ Wp,E" 
- - ~  + 1 - B'yN. ~ YN, R T  

o o o o o defined as RT In rN.~ = G~,~ - GNH3 + 3GH2/2. with rN,, 
It follows from Eq. [9] that r~,, can be interpreted as the 
nitriding potential in equilibrium with e-Fe2N~_z having the 
hypothetical composition FeE N and A~yN, , = myN, ~ = C'yN, ~ 
= AEyN. , = B2yN, ~ = CEyN. ~ = 1/2 (i.e., a random distribution 
of N atoms over all available sites; one interstitial site per 
Fe atom in hcp Fe). Analogous equations hold for the other 
types of sites. Values for kyy,, can be obtained numerically 
from the set of six equations of type Eq. [9] (refer to 
References 11 and 13 for numerical recipes). Two solu- 
tions pertaining to distinct ordered configurations of the N 
atoms, denoted A and B, were found for exchange energies 
W~.JRT < 0 and W~.JRT  < 0, implying mutual repulsion 
among N atoms. Configuration B is the most stable one for 
compositions near FeEN2/3; configuration A is the most sta- 
ble one for the higher nitrogen contents, up to Fe2N.tm 

From fitting the GBW model to experimental data for 
nitrogen-absorption isotherms of e-FezN~_,, it was con- 
cluded in Reference 13 that, within the composition range 
Fe3N to Fe2N and temperature range 673 to 823 K inves- 
tigated, configuration A is dominant and that the exchange 
energies can be taken directly proportional to the temper- 
ature. However, the nitrogen contents of e-Fe2N,_z which 
are of importance for calculation of the 7'/(3,' + e) and ( 
3" + e)/e phase boundaries are generally near or below that 
for F%N. For these compositions, it was shown in Refer- 
ence 13 that (1) configuration B is more stable than con- 
figuration A and (2) the parameters WP.,, W~,, and In r~ 
obtained for configuration A apply to configuration B as 
well. Hence, for calculation of the (7'  + e)/e phase bound- 
ary, configuration B has to be adopted for the e phase using 
the following values for the exchange energies5 t31 

W p  c 
: ,E=  _ WN,E= _ 2.98 [10a] R T  4.48, RT 

and for the reference nitriding potential r~.E:tl3] 
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3.59" 103 
In rN,~~ = _ 4.92 + T [10b] 

where r~ ,  is given in Pa -1/2 and T in kelvin. 
Instead of using the set of equations of type Eq. [9] with 

parameter values given by Eq. [10] for the calculation of 
the phase boundaries, a more convenient analytical descrip- 
tion relating the total occupancy of the nitrogen sublattice, 

C2 

YN.. 1 ~ k  6 = YN,J , to the nitriding potential, r~, is desired. 
k-AI 

It was found that the following equations provide an ade- 
quate description of the set of equations of type Eq. [9] 
using the values determined for Wf~,JRT and W~, /RT  (Eq. 
[ 10a]) for specific Ys, ranges: 

0.26 < YN,~ < 0.37: In ( r____N_s ) o  
rN,e / 

= -3.84 - 30.76ys.~ + 82.87 s.~ [lla] 

0.16 < YN.~ < 0.26: In ( r__~_N ] o  
\ rN,~, / 

= -8.61 + 5.03 yN, + 15.60 N, 

where r~ ,  is still given by Eq. [10b]. Note that Eq. [11], 
in particular Eq. [1 lb], is obtained by severe extrapolation 
of Eq. [9] using the values of Eq. [10], because Eq. [10] 
holds for the composition range 0.36 < YN, < 0.50. 

IlL EQUILIBRIUM B E T W E E N  F E - N  P H A S E S ;  
CALCULATION OF PHASE BOUNDARIES IN T H E  

FE-N SYSTEM 

Equilibrium between two phases is established if the 
chemical potentials of each of the composing elements are 
the same in both phases. Hence, for equilibrium between 
ce-Fe[N] and y'-Fe4Nl_x, 

/~,~ = /~,y. and /XFo,~ = /XF~,~, [12] 

If, as a function of composition and temperature for both 
phases, the Gibbs free energy and thus the chemical poten- 
tials of nitrogen and iron are known, then the phase bound- 
aries ~/c~ + y' and c~ + y'/y'  can be calculated straightfor- 
wardly by application of Eq. [12]. The chemical potential of 
dissolved nitrogen (or via Eq. [1] the corresponding nitriding 
potential) as a function of composition and temperature was 
derived in Section II for each of the three phases ot-Fe[N], 
T'-FeaNI_~, and &Fe2Nj_ r The values for G~,~ (G~,~ = RT 

o G Nrf 3 o = a, y', e) are deter- In rN~ + o -- 3GH]2, where s 
mined on the basis of the experimental values for rN~ (sec- 
tion II). Then, the chemical potentials of iron,/~o~, can be 
obtained from 

a 
Gs = --IZFo,, + Y I-~., 

c 

where G~ is the Gibbs free energy for an amount of phase 
s (=a ,  Y', e) corresponding with a/c mol Fe atoms and y 
mol N atoms, and a/c denotes the number of Fe sites with 
respect to the number of interstitial sites available for N 
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Fig. 2--Part  of  the Fe-N phase diagram, temperature T vs the nitrogen 
content CN, showing the oda + 3~ phase boundary: the oda + ~ phase 
boundary as calculated in the present work (solid line) and those proposed 
in Ref. 17 (dotted line) and Ref. 18 (dash-dot line), and the corresponding 
experimental data. 

atoms (e.g., a/c = 1/3 for a-Fe). The only unknowns are 
the values for G~e~.. No experimental data for the direct 
evaluation of G~e,~, and G~e.~ with respect to some reference 
(e.g., G~e,~) are available. For this reason, in previous cal- 
culations of the Fe-N phase diagram, I~-2~ experimental 
composition-temperature data of the Fe-N phase diagram 
were used in order to evaluate (by fitting) the unknown 
parameters in the description of the Gibbs free energy. 
Then, depending on the number of composition-tempera- 
ture data used, a comparison of the calculated and the ex- 
perimentally assessed phase diagrams may lose its 
potentially vindicating significance and a (seemingly) cor- 
rect Fe-N phase diagram can be calculated, although its 
underlying thermodynamic description is wrong. In the 
present work, another route is followed in which use of 
experimental composition-temperature data of the Fe-N 
phase diagram is circumvented. Here, the nitriding potential 
(cf  Eq. [1]) holding for equilibrium between a NH3/H 2 mix- 
ture and two coexisting iron-nitrogen phases was used. In 
the following, these nitriding potentials will be denoted as 
phase-boundary nitriding potentials rN.io, with i andj  as the 
coexisting phases. The rN,io's are experimentally well es- 
tablished and are presented in a so-called Lehrer diagram, I23~ 
depicting the nitriding-potential ranges of the Fe-N phases 
in a plot of the composition of the ammonia/hydrogen mix- 
ture vs temperature (Figure I). The description of the phase 
boundaries can be obtained directly by substitution of the 
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Fig. 3--(a)  and (b) Part of  the Fe-N phase diagram, temperature T v s  the nitrogen content oN, showing the ~-Fe4N~_~ homogeneity range: the u + 3,'/3 / 
and ~ /~  + e phase boundaries as calculated in the present work (bold lines) and the corresponding experimental data. Enlargement of  7'-phase field in 
(b) shows that using either Eq. [14a] (solid line) or Eq. [14b] (dashed line) does not have a significant effect on the 3M'~ + e phase boundary. 

rN,i//s in the descriptions of the absorption isotherms for 
each phase, as derived in Section II. 

A. Coexisting a-Fe and 3"-Fe4Nl_x in Equilibrium with 
NH3/H 2 Mixtures 

Using the original data of Reference 23, the additional 
data of the compilation provided in Reference 21" and the 

*In the compilation of  Re/'. 21 also, the data of  Res 23 appear to have 
been incorporated. However, instead of  using the original experimental 
data, the "data points" given in Ref. 21 were derived from a (fitted) line. 

data of References 24 and 25, the temperature dependence 
of the phase-boundary nitriding potential for coexisting a- 
Fe and 3"-Fe4Nl_x, ry,~/v,, can be represented by the follow- 
ing relation obtained by linear regression (Figure 1): 

4555 
In ry,~/? = T 12.88 [13] 

with rN,~/~, in Pa -1/2 and T in Kelvin. Substitution of r~ in 
Eq. [4] by rN,,/r,, as given by Eq. [13], yields the a/a + 
3" phase boundary. The resulting phase boundary is given 
in Figure 2 by the solid line and can be compared in this 
figure with the experimental data for the a/o~ + 3" phase 
boundary as well as the calculated ce/a + 3" phase bound- 
aries given in recent evaluations of the Fe-N phase dia- 
gram. [tTJs] The agreement of the present description for the 

phase boundary and the experimental data is good, espe- 
cially with the data of Reference 37 given for the entire 
temperature range and the data of  References 39 and 41 
which are available only for relatively low temperatures. 
Only the data of Reference 35 in general and the data of 
Reference 40 at low temperatures deviate significantly; 
these suggest a considerably higher solubility of nitrogen 
in a than predicted here. In this respect, it is remarked that 
the experimentally determined nitrogen contents for the 
a/a + y' phase boundary tend to be too high due to the 
un-noticed presence of finely dispersed y'-Fe4NI_.~ or 
a"-Fe~rN 2 precipitates in a-Fe. t371 Indeed, it has been shown 
in Reference 37 that such a systematic error is likely to 
have influenced considerably the data of  Reference 35. Also 
in Reference 21, on the basis of an evaluation of all data 
for the a/a + y' phase boundary, the data of Reference 37 
were recommended as most reliable (T > 573 K). 

The present calculation of the a/a + y' phase boundary 
does not use explicitly phase-boundary data as in Refer- 
ences 14 through 20 (refer to preceding discussion). In the 
calculations presented in References 14 through 18, equi- 
librium was considered between a-Fe[N] and a phase with 
the stoichiometric composition FeaN or Fe4.1N (Fe4.15N, 
Fe4.3N). Because the chemical potential of nitrogen in y' 
phase is very sensitive to small variations in the nitrogen 
content, the results obtained for the a/a  + 31' phase bound- 
ary in References 14 through 18 on the basis of these hy- 
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Fig. 4~Part  of the Fe-N phase diagram, temperature T vs the nitrogen 
content cN, showing the 3" + e/e phase boundary: the ~/ + e/e phase 
boundary as calculated in the present work (bold solid and bold dashed 
lines for which Eqs. [14a] and [14b] are used, respectively) and as 
proposed in Ref. 17 (dotted line) and in Ref. 18 (dash-dot line), and the 
corresponding experimental data. 

pothetical equilibria are only approximate. Further, in 
Reference 12, it was shown that ignoring the occurrence of  
long-range ordering of N atoms in 3" phase, as was done 
in References 19 and 20, led to an incorrect description of 
the thermodynamics of  this phase. Nevertheless, the a/a  + 
y' phase boundary, as obtained in References 19 and 20, 
compares favorably with the corresponding experimental 
data. This good agreement should be attributed to using 
explicitly phase-boundary data for the "calculation" of the 
phase boundary. 

Substitution of  r N in Eq. [6] by rN.~/~., as given by Eq. 
[13] and using Eq. [7], yields the a + y'/y' phase bound- 
ary. The resulting phase boundary is given in Figure 3(a) 
and can be compared in this figure with the experimental 
data for this phase boundary. Clearly, the experimental 
composition-temperature data reported by different authors 
scatter enormously. The discrepancies can be ascribed to 
experimental difficulties in determining the nitrogen con- 
tents in y'-nitride for the ody' two-phase equilibrium, as 
holds especially for the older references. For a discussion 
of  the possible experimental difficulties, see Reference 49. 
Minute changes in the nitrogen content in 7' correspond 
with large changes of  the corresponding nitriding poten- 
tial. Changes of  the rN,~/r, can be obtained with a relatively 

high accuracy. Therefore, it is believed that the present 
phase boundary calculated by combining nitrogen-absorp- 
tion isotherms for y'-nitride and phase-boundary nitriding 
potentials for the ody' equilibrium is much more accurate 
than the experimental composition data for this phase 
boundary. 

B. Coexisting y'-Fe4Nt_ x and e-FeEN~_~ in Equilibrium 
with NH3/H2 Mixtures 

Using the original data of  Reference 23, the additional 
data of the compilation provided in Reference 21 (from 
Reference 30 incorporated in Reference 21, only those at 
773 K; outliers in Figure 1), and the data of  References 24 
and 25, the temperature dependence of the phase boundary 
nitriding potential, rN,~,i~, for coexisting 7'-Fe4N~_~ and e- 
Fe2NI_~, rN,v,/o is obtained by least-squares fitting as follows 
(Figure 1). 

for 6 2 3 K <  T < 9 0 0 K :  

~/60,_536 56.85 [14a] In rN.r./~ = -9.63 + ~ T 

or, with comparable accuracy: 

In rN.~./~ = - + 
18,708 

T 
21.46 [14b] 

and for T > 870 K: 

~/14,385 
In rN,~,/~ = -7 .26  +__ v "T 15.16 [14c] 

with rN,v./, in Pa -v2 and T in kelvin. Substitution of r N in 
Eq. [6] by rN,v,/~, as given by Eq. [14], also using Eq. [7], 
yields the yTy' + e phase boundary. The result is depicted 
in Figure 3(a) and can be compared in this figure with the 
experimental data for this phase boundary. For comparison 
of the calculated phase boundary with the experimental 
data, the same considerations apply as for the a + 3//y' 
phase boundary. The composition corresponding with the 
congruent equilibrium 3" ~- e at T = 949 K (this tempera- 
ture follows directly from Eq. [14c] by taking the square 
root term equal to zero) was calculated to be 19.53 at. pct 
N. This calculated content is in excellent agreement with 
the results reported in References 27 and 38. An evaluation 
in Reference 21 yielded as most probable composition and 
temperature for this congruent reaction 19.5 at. pct N at 
953 K. Taking either Eq. [14a] or Eq. [14b] for r~,~./, at T 
< 900 K yields a minor difference in the calculated results 
for the y'/y' + e phase boundary: a difference of only 0.007 
at. pct N at 523 K (Figure 3(b)). Apparently, the calculated 
phase boundary is not sensitive to small deviations of  the 
value for rN,~,/~. Hence, it is anticipated that the Y'/7' + e 
phase boundary, as calculated from the experimentally de- 
termined phase-boundary nitriding potential rN,r,/~, will be 
more accurate than the experimentally determined nitrogen 
contents for the y'/y' + e phase boundary. 

Substitution of rs in Eq. [11] by rN,~./~, as given by Eq. 
[14], also using Eq. [10b], yields the y' + e/e phase bound- 
ary. The result is depicted in Figure 4 and can be compared 
in this figure with the experimental data for this phase 
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boundary* as well as with the previously calculated (cf 

*The experimental compositions pertaining to the y' + e/e phase 
boundary in the temperature range 523 K < T < 900 K can be described 
by (least-squares fitting) 

YN.~ 5.758 • I0 -~ + 6.621 • 10 4 T -  5.345 • lO -7 T 2 
1 +YN,~ 
, where T is the temperature in kelvin. 

discussion in the beginning of this section) y' + e/e phase 
boundaries, as given in References 17 and 18. As compared 
to the previously calculated 7' + e/e phase boundaries in 
References 14 through 20, the one obtained here agrees 
much better with the available experimental data in the tem- 
perature range 600 through 800 K. Furthermore, in contrast 
with the previous calculations, experimental data from the 
phase diagram were not used in the present prediction of 
the phase diagram. At higher temperatures, the calculated 
y' + e/e phase boundary deviates significantly from the 
experimental data for the y' + e/e phase boundary, result- 
ing in a calculated composition for the congruent equilib- 
rium 7' r e of 21.2 at. pct N, which is about 1.7 at. pct N 
too high. In this respect, the present result only seems less 
good than the results of References 14 through 20: it should 
be recognized that in these previous calculations, the 
composition and' temperature of the congruent equilibrium 
y' ~ e were fixed at their correct values a priori. 

The discrepancy between the calculated 7' + e/e phase 
boundary in the present work and the experimental data at 
temperatures higher than 800 K probably originates from 
the restricting adoption that WP]RT and W;,]RT are con- 
stant. Adopting W~,JRT and W~,e/RT as constants led to a 
good fit of the GBW model to the experimental absorption- 
isotherm data in the temperature range 673 to 723 K (Ref- 
erence 13) and, indeed, the y' + e/e phase boundary is 
very well described in this temperature range. No reliable 
absorption-isotherm data exist for temperatures above about 
723 K. As shown in Reference 13, this is due to the oc- 
currence of a stationary state, rather than equilibrium, at the 
gas/G-phase interface. Therefore, it is impossible to provide 
a more detailed description of the temperature dependence 
of the exchange energies, although it is recognized that the 
predicted phase boundary strongly depends on this temper- 
ature dependence. For example, if W~.~ and W;,, are taken 
as constants, which can be obtained from fitting the same 
GBW model to the absorption-isotherm data in the tem- 
perature range 673 to 723 K (Reference 13), the calculated 
3" + e/e phase boundary at the higher temperatures 
strongly deviates from the experimental data in the opposite 
direction (i.e., it is situated at too low nitrogen contents). 
Therefore, it is suggested that W~,]RT and WN.]RT de- 
scribed with the form a + b/T provide a temperature de- 
pendence in-between the two considered in Reference 13 
and may provide a description of the y' + e/e phase bound- 
ary that is in better agreement with the experimental phase- 
boundary data than the one calculated here. 

Taking either Eq. [14a] or Eq. [14b] for rN.r,/~, both valid 
for 623 K < T < 900 K, yields distinctly different 3" + 
e/e phase boundaries at temperatures below about 650 K: 
the difference in nitrogen content amounts to about 1 at. 
pct N if  the range of applications of Eqs. [14a] and [14b] 
is extended to 523 K (Figure 4). Evidently, the calculated 
y' + e/e phase boundary, unlike the calculated y'/y' + e 
phase boundary in this temperature range (compare Figures 

3(b) and 4 and refer to previous discussion), is very sen- 
sitive to small changes in the value for rN.~,/E. This implies 
that a small, seemingly insignificant, systematic inaccuracy 
in the description of rr~.~./~ or in the description of the ab- 
sorption isotherm close to the phase boundary under con- 
sideration can cause a significant error in the calculated 
composition of e in equilibrium with y'. In this respect, it 
is noted that in the calculation of the y' + e/e phase bound- 
ary, the relevant part of the nitrogen-absorption isotherms 
for e is that at low nitrogen content, where the number of 
data is limited and thus the fit relies largely on the data at 
higher nitrogen contents. 

C. Coexisting a-Fe and E-Fe2N l_z in Equilibrium with 
NH3/I-/2 Mixtures 

For the temperature range pertaining to the Lehrer diagram 
(Figure 1), no equilibrium can occur between a gas mixture 
of ammonia and hydrogen (or, equivalently, pure nitrogen 
gas with the pressure corresponding with the partial pressure 
of the ammonia/hydrogen mixture) and coexisting solid 
phases a-Fe and e-Fe2N~_ z. A possible equilibrium of the a 
and e phases implies that the phase-boundary nitriding po- 
tentials rN.~/~, and rN.v,/E attain a certain, identical value at a 
certain temperature: a triple point where a, 3", and e coexist. 
Equating Eqs. [13] and [14a] yields for the temperature of 
the triple point 295.4 K, which gives, with Eq. [11], for the 
composition of e-nitride at the triple point YN,e = 0.341; 
equating Eqs. [13] and [14b] yields for the temperature of 
the triple point 448.6 K, which gives, with Eq. [11], for the 
composition of e-nitride at the triple point YNx = 0.288. Both 
Eqs. [14a] and [14b] are equally justified least-squares fits 
to the same experimental data. The distinct predictions for 
the triple point on extrapolation to low temperatures are the 
result of the adopted empirical functional dependence of 
rN.r./e on 1/T. Therefore, no conclusion can be drawn re- 
garding the temperature of an a/y'/e triple point on the 
basis of the present data. 

Recently, the observation that 7'-nitride did not appear 
on annealing an e-nitride layer (produced by 1 MeV im- 
plantation of N + into iron and, consequently, buried in a 
ferrite substrate*) at T < 573 K was taken as an experi- 

*In general, experiments on iron-nitrogen phases obtained by ion-beam 
implantation cannot be related easily to the equilibrium conditions pert,aining 
to the (common) Fe-N phase diagram. Equilibrium should be established 
between a homogeneous Fe-N phase and an ammonia/hydrogen gas mixture 
or, equivalently, nitrogen gas of corresponding high partial pressure. 
Without imposing such high (virtual) partial pressures of nitrogen, 
approaching thermodynamic equilibrium for as-produced Fe-N phases 
invariably leads to a decomposition into N z and ferrite with a low nitrogen 
content (or austenite at higher temperature), provided N atoms can 
recombine at favorable sites. 

mental indication that, in the usual Fe-N phase diagram at 
temperatures lower than 573 K, the y' phase field would 
vanish.lS0.5~ This conclusion was further substantiated by 
experiments with two-phase 6/7' samples where the 3" 
phase could be transformed into G-nit-ride containing about 
20 at. pct N (the same composition as the parent 7'-nitride) 
at temperatures as low as 423 K, provided a beam of Ne § 
ions traversed the sample during the transformation. An- 
nealing the samples in which y' phase had been trans- 
formed into e phase at and above 423 K led to the 
reappearance of y'-nitride.tS~ From this interesting obser- 
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vation of a "reversible" 3 / ~  e transformation, the conclu- 
sion was drawn that the y' phase is thermodynamically 
unstable at temperatures below 423 K. This temperature is 
in-between the two estimates for the triple point calculated 
previously.** 

**With regard to the reversible y' ~- e transformation, the work 
introduced into the sample by the beam of Ne § ions during annealing 
introduces displacements of both iron atoms and nitrogen atoms, which, 
if they were due to thermal activation, would require a higher temperature. 
The possible introduction of stacking faults in the iron sublattice due to 
ion bombardment may be locally associated with the transformation of  
the fcc sublattice of  iron atoms to the hcp sublattice of  iron atoms. The 
nitrogen atoms in y'-nitride show almost perfect long-range ordering on 
their own sublattice, mJ whereas the nitrogen atoms in e-nitride are not so 
strongly ordered5 ~31 The strong ordering of  nitrogen atoms in y' may be 
disturbed by ion bombardment. Both consequences of  Ne ~ bombardment, 
viz. the introduction of  stacking faults and the disordering of  the nitrogen 
atoms, may favor the formation of e-nitride from y'-nitride. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

Experimental nitrogen-absorption isotherms of the a- 
Fe[N], y'-Fe4Nl_x, and e-Fe2N~_z phases were described ac- 
curately by adopting thermodynamic models for these 
phases according to a regular interstitial solution, the WS 
approach, and a GBW approach, respectively. The oda + 
y', a + y'/y', y ' /y'  + e, and y' + e/e phase boundaries 
were calculated by substituting the nitriding potentials per- 
taining to the a /y '  and y'/e two-phase equilibria in the the- 
oretical descriptions of the absorption isotherms. The 
calculated phase boundaries agree very well with the most 
reliable experimental data. In particular, the calculated y' 
+ e/e phase boundary provides a major improvement as 
compared to earlier results. The y' + e/e phase boundary 
was found to be very sensitive at relatively low temperature 
(<650 K) to small inaccuracies in the nitriding potential 
pertaining to the y'/e two-phase equilibrium, whereas the 
y' /y '  + e phase boundary was found to be very insensitive 
to the same inaccuracies. The present analysis of the Fe-N 
system suggests the occurrence of a od~,'/e triple point in- 
between 295 and 449 K. 
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APPENDIX 
Evaluation of nitrogen-absorption isotherms for a-Fe 

Adopting a random distribution of nitrogen on its sub- 
lattice, the equilibrium content of nitrogen in ferrite at a 
certain temperature depends linearly on the nitriding poten- 
tial of an ammonia/hydrogen gas mixture (Eq. [4]). The 
following results have been obtained experimentally for the 
equilibrium between a-Fe and NH3/H2 mixtures within the 

temperature range 573 to 873 K: 

References 24 and 25: log lYs'~[ = +4.33 - 
Lr~J 

3875 
[A1] 

[w, 1 927O 
Reference 52: In [~,__mz,,~| = + 1 0 . 2 7  - 

Lr~j r 
[A2] 

with YN,~, rN, and T in wt pct N, atm -1/2, and kelvin, re- 
spectively, and 

References 21 and 53: log [YN,,] = +7.49 - 395___~0 
L r N J  T 

[A3] 

with YN,~, rN, and T in at. pct N, Pa -1/2, and kelvin, respec- 
tively. If data for a-Fe above 873 K up to the o~-Fe ~ y- 
Fe transformation and for 6-Fe would have been taken into 
account, other temperature dependencies would have been 
obtained (Reference 28). Recalculating the previous three 
descriptions, such that YN,~ is expressed as the occupied 
fraction of the interstitial sublattice sites and that rN and T 
are expressed in Pa -Ir and kelvin, the average of Eqs. [A1] 
and [A2] is 

ln [YN~] = +11.56 - 9096/T [A4] 
I.r~ J 

which is almost identical to Eq. [A3] after accounting for 
the change of units: 

l n [ Y N ' ~ ] = + l l . 5 4 - - 9 0 9 5 / T  
krN d 

[A5] 

The difference between Eqs. [A4] and [A5] should be con- 
sidered as irrelevant. 
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